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NEWS RELEASE
LVFH ANNOUNCES SOFT LAUNCH OF BINGOCRUSH.COM IN MEXICAN ONLINE GAMING
MARKET

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. December 20, 2013 - Las Vegas From Home.com
Entertainment Inc. (the “Company” or “LVFH”) (TSX-V: LVH) (US OTC Pink Sheets:
LVFHF) (Berlin: LVH) (Frankfurt: LVH) is pleased to announce the ‘soft launch’ of
Bingocrush.com, an innovative online Bingo room that provides Mexican players with their
favorite 90-ball Bingo game as well as online slots. The soft launch will allow the Company to
fine-tune its games offerings and add more payment/deposit options, before the official real-money
launch in January 2014. To view the site, please visit http://www.bingocrush.com/.
Along with the popular 90-ball Bingo game, Bingocrush.com will offer attractive prizes and a
comprehensive selection of high-quality casino games such as video slots. Mexican residents will
soon be able to play LVFH’s games for free and for real money in their native language and in
their local currency and participate in an exciting array of promotions, such as deposit bonuses and
progressive jackpots.
The Company will also be expanding its product offerings by building additional targeted niche
games for the Latin American market, starting in Mexico, as well as offering a HTML5-based
mobile version of the site. The Company believes this new mobile gaming platform will create
significant competitive advantages for the Company to acquire new customers and deliver a firstclass gaming experience.
Mexico is considered to be one of the most important gaming markets in Latin America. Gaming
is an active part of Mexican culture, and industry experts peg the overall Mexican gaming market
size at approximately US$4.6 billion and growing (according to Research and Markets), partly due
to the fast-paced growth in internet users in Mexico, expected to reach 48% of the population in
2014 vs. 35.5% in 2011 (Internet World Stats).
“We are excited about our Bingocrush.com soft launch”, commented Jake H. Kalpakian, President
of LVFH. “The Mexican gaming marketplace could represent a tremendous growth opportunity
for LVFH and our shareholders. Following the soft launch this month, LVFH is planning the full

-2launch of Bingocrush.com in January 2014 with a large mainstream media marketing and
advertising campaign”.
About Las Vegas From Home.com Entertainment Inc.
Since 1999, LVFH has been a reputable provider of innovative gaming software spanning Poker,
Casino, and other popular multiplayer games, and is committed to bringing an enjoyable
experience to players and delivering great results to operators. Our lengthy track record in gaming
software development, financial accountability and cardroom operations have made us one of the
leading software developers in the industry.
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Statements in this news release which are not historical facts are “forward-looking statements” that involve risks and
uncertainties. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
Trading in the securities of the Company should be considered speculative.
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